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Abstract Discovery of a similar region on two protein surfaces can lead to important inference about the functional role or molecular interaction of this region for one of the proteins if such information is available for the other. We propose a new characterization of protein surfaces based on a spin image representation of the surfaces that facilitates the simultaneous search of the entire surface of each of two proteins for a matching region. For a surface point, we introduce spin image profiles which are related to the degree of exposure of the point to identify structurally equivalent surface regions in two proteins. Unlike some related methods, we do not assume that a known fixed region of one of the proteins surfaces is to be matched on the other protein surface. Rather, we search for the largest similar regions on each of the two surfaces. In spite of the fact that this approach is entirely geometric and no use is made of physicochemical properties of the protein surfaces or fold information, it is effective in identifying similar regions on both surfaces even when the region corresponds to a binding site on one of the proteins. The discovery of similar regions on two or more proteins also has implications for drug design and pharmacophore identification. We present experimental results from datasets of more than 50 protein surfaces.
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Introduction



The detection of structural similarities between regions on the surfaces of proteins is of interest in the biological field. If the surface region of one protein is similar to that of the ligand binding site of another protein with known function, the function of the one protein can be inferred and its molecular interaction with the ligand predicted. Much work has been done on the analysis of the binding sites of proteins and their identification (Glaser et al. 2006, Kinoshita et al. 2001, Kleywegt 1999, Kobayashi and Go 1997, Lo Conte et al. 1999, Morris et al. 2005, Shulman-Peleg et al. 2004, Via et al. 2000) using various approaches based on different protein representations and matching strategies. Different instances of the surface shape matching problem have been considered in the literature: 1
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1. given two protein surfaces find similar patches on the two surfaces (Bock et al. 2005); 2. for a given binding site on a first protein, find the surface region of a second protein most similar to the given binding site (Barker and Thornton 2003, Chen et al. 2005, Laskowski et al. 2005, Rosen et al. 1998, Shulman-Peleg et al. 2004, Yao et al. 2003); 3. given binding sites for numerous proteins, the sites are compared and classified (Morris et al. 2005, Shulman-Peleg et al. 2004). We consider the first problem and propose an approach to identify regions of similarity based on a spin-image representation of molecular surfaces. A protein is described by a collection of two-dimensional (2D) images, called spin images, each associated to a surface point. The spin image representation, originated in the area of computer vision, proved to be very effective for three-dimensional (3D) object recognition allowing the formulation of a complex 3D matching problem as a set of simpler 2D matching problems, with a significant reduction in computation time. We introduce here the spin image profile, a new geometric descriptor of protein surfaces based on spin images, that is related to the degree of exposure of the surface points. We use the spin image profile in our matching procedure to obtain a fast yet robust algorithm. The spin image profile is also being used in the delineation of positions on a protein surface corresponding to external cavities. This result will be presented in a forthcoming paper. Our approach consists of finding point correspondences on the two surfaces based on the correlation of their associated spin image profiles as well as on the correlation of the 2D spin images. Regions of similarity on the protein surfaces are obtained by grouping the obtained correspondences into sets of geometrically consistent correspondences. We presents several results on different datasets of proteins that show that our approach performs well also when the regions of similarity correspond to flat surfaces. Even though in the majority of complexes, ligands bind into a cavity there are however many instances in which they lie on a surface that is almost flat. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the spin image representation. Section 3 presents a labeling of the surface points based on spin images. Section 4 introduces the spin image profile. In section 5 we consider the general problem of matching surfaces based on the spin image similarity. We present experimental results in section 6, and conclusions in section 7.
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Spin-image representation



The spin image representation for three dimensional objects originated in the area of computer vision mainly as a tool for efficiently solving the object recognition and reconstruction problems (Johnson and Hebert 1999). The object surface is represented as a stack of spin-images each associated to a surface point and its corresponding surface normal. The spin image of a surface point P is a two-dimensional accumulator array that represents all the surface points in a reference frame defined by P and its normal n. Precisely, consider the normal n at P oriented to the outside of the surface. In the local coordinate system (P, n) with origin in P and axis n,two coordinates (α, β) are computed for every other surface point Q, where α is the perpendicular distance of Q to n, and β is the signed perpendicular distance of Q to the plane T through P perpendicular to n. If
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the point Q satisfies some requirements to be described later, the values (α, β) are each divided by , the pixel size, and discretized to produce two integers (a, b) that are used as indexes to a 2D image array, where the corresponding image pixel is incremented by one. (We choose  equal to 1 ˚ A.) Thus, each image pixel gives the number of surface points whose coordinates provide indexes to that cell. The image is called spin image because of the cylindrical symmetry about the normal axis of the system. The spin image dimensions depend on the point P and its corresponding tangent plane and corresponding normal n to its tangent plane T . The number of columns depends on the maximum distance αmax from n of other points on the surface of the object. The number of rows depends on the difference between the maximum βmax and minimum βmin heights of other points on the surface. Let h be the number of rows and k be the number of columns of the spin image, then h = dβmax /e−dβmin /e+1 and k = dαmax /e. The amount of information contained in a spin image can be restricted by imposing constraints on the α and β values of points represented in a spin. Other possible limitations, useful in computer vision applications, concern the support angle that is the maximum angle between n and the surface normal of points that are allowed to contribute to the spin image. By changing the values of the control parameters, the information represented in a spin image can vary from global to local. In the following sections we will discuss in details the parameters used in our experiments, that vary based on the labeling of the surface points, to be introduced later. We will describe them as amended spin images.
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Surface Point Labelling



Here we describe a labelling scheme for protein surface points based on the spin images similar to the one introduced by Bock et al. (2005). This labelling allows one to speed up the matching procedure by restricting correspondences to points with the same label. A protein surface point P is labelled as blocked or unblocked depending on whether or not the normal n at P oriented outwards intersects the protein surface at another point above the tangent plane T at P and perpendicular to n. The label of point P is computed from the information stored in the spin image. Since spin images use a discrete representation of the space, the above definition is modified as follows. A point P is labelled as blocked if there is at least another surface point lying above the tangent plane T that is within  distance from normal n, where  is the spin image pixel size (1 ˚ A in our experiments). In other words, there is at least one surface point that in the reference frame of a blocked point has coordinates (a, b), with a = 0 and b > 0. This implies that only the first column (corresponding to a = 0) of the spin image needs to be examined for labelling: if it contains a non-zero pixel with positive b, then the point is blocked, otherwise it is unblocked. Examples of blocked and unblocked points and their corresponding spin images are shown in Figure 1, where (α, β) are the column index and row index, respectively, and the origin O is the cell (0, 0). The images are displayed with darker pixels corresponding to higher accumulator values. In Section 5 we will see how the labelling will reduce the number of point correspondences considered in the alignment procedure by removing pairs of points that are likely to result in bad scoring solutions.
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Figure 1: Blocked and unblocked surface points and corresponding spin-images.
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Spin image profiles Horizontal and vertical profiles of a surface point



The horizontal profile of a spin-image of a point is the one-dimensional array whose element i is given by the number of contiguous zero-elements in row i, (i ≥ 0, corresponding to b = i) of the spin image array starting at column 0 (corresponding to a = 0) and ending at the first non-zero cell along row i. See Figure 2(a) for an example of horizontal profile. The vertical profile of a spin image of a point is the one-dimensional array whose element i is given by the number of contiguous zero-elements in column i (corresponding to a = i) of the spin image array starting at the last row (corresponding to dβmax /e) and ending up at the first non-zero cell along column i from the bottom. See Figure 2(b) for an example of vertical profile.



4.2



Amended spin image



The amended spin image of a point imposes limitations on the size of the spin image. Let Z be the count of the number of successive zero elements along the a = 0 column of the spin-image for b ≥ 0 starting b = 0. For the amended spin image of a blocked point, we include only surface points with b value between −T B and Z + T B, where TB is a threshold set to 8 ˚ A in our experiments. The amended spin image of a blocked point includes only surface points with value for a less than T B plus an integer equal to the largest value of the horizontal profile among the first Z elements. For the amended spin image of an unblocked point, we include only surface points with b value greater than −T B and a value for a smaller than the minimum of 20 and a∗ + T B, where a∗ is the last value in the horizontal profile.
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5 5.1



Matching shapes Finding regions of similarity on two protein surfaces



In this section we present a method based on amended spin images to identify regions of structural similarity on two surfaces and to align them. The method is based on the observation that surfaces with similar shape tend to have similar spin images, thus reducing a complex 3D matching problem into a 2D problem for which a simpler and more efficient solution exists. Given two spin images each with N = n × m pixels, the similarity between them can be measured by the linear correlation coefficient R for the two sets of pixels. The non independence of the pixels on the same spin image does not appear to cause a serious problem for the matching when the filtering methods given below are used. A high value of R indicates similarity of the two spin images. Because our amended spin images may have different sizes, the correlation value is computed on the two sub-images that overlap. More precisely, if the two amended spin images have size n1 × m1 and n2 × m2 , then the correlation is determined on the two sub-images with dimensions n = min{n1, n2} and m = min{m1, m2}.



(a)



(b)



Figure 2: 2(a) Horizontal profile of a blocked point. 2(b) Vertical profile of an unblocked point. Given two sets S and T consisting of s and t surface points on two proteins, the first step is to establish correspondences among pairs of points on the two surfaces, based on the similarity of their spin images. The computational requirements of all correlation values can be quite high due to the typically large number of point pairs. Consequently, we introduce various filters to eliminate from consideration sets of point pairs which tend to generate low correlation. First, only pairs of points with the same label (either blocked or unblocked) are considered. If h and k points are blocked on the two protein surfaces, respectively, the number of pairs is reduced from O(s × t) to O(h × k + (s − h) × (t − k)), a significant improvement. Second, we observe that points with different spin image profiles are unlikely to belong to similar binding sites. The similarity between spin image profiles can be measured by the linear correlation coefficient Rp of two one-dimensional profile arrays. This computation is obviously less costly than that of the correlation of two spin
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images. Pairs of points with value Rp below a given minimum value are eliminated. Only for the remaining pairs is the correlation coefficient R of the two spin images computed. In our tests, this filtering operation reduces the number of pairs of points for which the correlation of the spin images is computed to about 1/3 of the original pairs. The final set of point correspondences consists of all pairs of points with a correlation value R of their spin images above a given threshold (0.5 in our tests). Such correspondences, ranked according to their R correlation values, are inserted into a linked list L. Once individual point correspondences are established as described above, they are grouped in regions of consistent point correspondences on the two proteins. The grouping criterion introduced by Johnson and Hebert (1999), is the geometric consistency of distances of corresponding points and of angles formed by their normals. More specifically, a correspondence C = (P, P 0 ) between two points P and P 0 on the two protein surfaces is defined to be geometrically consistent with a group of already established correspondences C1 = (Q1 , Q01 ), . . . , Ci = (Qi , Q0i ), . . . , Cn = (Qn , Q0n ) if the following criteria are satisfied: 1. the spin images of P and P’ are highly correlated; 2. for every i = 1, . . . , n, the distances between P and Qi and between P 0 and Q0i are within some user-defined tolerance; 3. for every i = 1, . . . , n, the angle between the normals at P and Qi is the same as the angle between the normals at P 0 and Q0i within some user-defined tolerance. A greedy algorithm finds groups of geometrically consistent correspondences as follows. The top element of the list L, i.e. the correspondence with the highest correlation value, forms the seed of a group of correspondences. Then, after removing the top element, the algorithm scans the list L in decreasing order with respect to the correlation values; if a correspondence is found that is geometrically consistent with those already in the group, then it is added to group and removed from L. When no more correspondences can be added, but the list L is not empty, the process starts over again with the reduced correspondence list to create a new group. In this way, several groups of consistent corresponding points are generated, each identifying two similar surface regions, one on each protein. To score the obtained solutions, we apply a simple criterion that takes into consideration geometric properties only. Future work will include other scoring functions based on physicochemical affinity of the regions. The score of a solution is given by the number of corresponding pairs of points. Groups with less than a threshold number of elements are discarded. The rigid transformation that best overlaps the two sets of corresponding points on the two regions is determined and the rmsd of corresponding points computed. The outlined grouping procedure is quite general and can be applied to a variety of 3D objects. In our application to protein surfaces, the number of pairs of points, even though reduced by the filters described above, is still large and the procedure to generate and evaluate (score) groups of consistent pairs may be not realizable in a reasonable length of time. Additional information on two proteins can help reduce the amount of computation by selecting on the protein surfaces particular areas of interest and restricting the match to those areas. For instance, one can select only cavities on both proteins if the goal is to determine similar binding sites. In the general case, we use the following procedure to speed up the matching process.
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We map the surface points of the two proteins onto two 3D grids. The number of cells of the grid is given as a parameter. In our tests the cell dimension was chosen equal to 6 ˚ A. The grids allow finding easily points that are close in 3D space. The matching procedure described above is applied to pairs of grid cells. If a good match is found for a given pair of cells then it is extended to points in adjacent cells. A selection of only a subset of grid cells will help reduce the computation time of the procedure. For instance, we will select only the cells which contain at least a certain number of points. One could select pairs of cells with a similar percentage of blocked points. For any pair of selected cells, one on each protein, corresponding points in the two cells are identified. Then, the point correspondences are grouped into sets of geometrically consistent correspondences, as described above. If the number of correspondences within a group is above a fixed threshold, the group is extended by adding correspondences of points in adjacent cells using the same geometric consistency criterion. The overall approach is sketched as follows: MatchingProcedure 1. Map the surface points of the two proteins onto 3D grids, G and G0 2. Select subsets of cells GS ⊆ G and G0S ⊆ G0 3. Generate the amended spin images for all points in the selected cells GS and G0S 4. For all pairs of selected cells (g, g 0 ) ∈ GS × G0S do (a) L ← empty list (b) For all pairs of points Q, Q0 in g and g 0 with the same label (either blocked or unblocked) compute the correlation Rp of their spin image profiles. If Rp > 0.5, then compute the correlation R of their spin images. If also R > 0.5, then add the pair Q, Q0 to the list of correspondences L (c) Group the correspondences of L into sets of geometrically consistent correspondences (d) For each obtained group with more than a threshold number of correspondences, extend the group by adding consistent correspondences among points belonging to adjacent grid cells (e) Score each group by the number of pairs of corresponding points. Our procedure outputs the 30 top-ranked solutions. Some of the solutions may share several residues and consist mostly of correspondences that are geometrically consistent. The last step of the processing tries to merge such solutions using the same criteria of geometric consistency described above.
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Data and results



We report on experiments conducted for the identification of regions of similarity on protein surfaces. A correspondence between points in the corresponding region on each of the proteins is obtained. In the first experiment we benchmark the method by considering the problem of comparing a pair of proteins or chains that bind the same or different ligands to check that
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a similar region on each protein can be found containing the binding site. Note that our method does not use any information about the existence or the location of the binding site on either protein or chain. A different problem which is computationally easier is to start with the known binding site on one protein or chain and search the other protein or chain for a similar site. In fact, there are speedier and effective methods already available (Shulman-Peleg et al. 2004) for that problem. Typically the binding regions lie in large cavities but no use is made of this information or fold information in our method. The results from our method match those of methods for this different problem. In the second experiment, our method was also checked by comparing proteins binding ligand NAD to see if it would detect a region on each chain that corresponded to the interface of the chain with its ligand. Further examples in this paper of the application of our method involve proteins interacting with other proteins in an interface area that is relatively flat and much larger than the typical binding site of a ligand. The dataset of our experiments includes proteins of the Cyclophilin-like fold from different species all interacting with cyclosporin. Unlike other methods, our approach does not rely on templates or fold information to find a similar region on each protein and searches the entire surface of both proteins for a matching region. The protein structures considered in this study are taken from the PDB (Berman et al. 2000). In some cases, only a chain from the protein is considered. For each chain or protein, the surface points and their normals are generated using Connolly’s program (1983), after the removal of any ligand. Surface normals contribute to define the reference frames for the spin image construction. Amended spin images are created for surface points, as described above.



6.1



Benchmark Protein-ligand complexes



We benchmarked our method on different sets of proteins or chains that potentially bind to a ligand. The first is a subset of the representative set chosen in Shulman-Peleg et al. (2004) which in turn included proteins used in the study by Kuttner et al. (2003). Our set includes 46 proteins, 12 proteins with a chain binding to ATP and 10 with a chain binding to other adenine-containing ligands. Other proteins are from diverse functional families that can bind estradiol, equilin and retinoic acid. Other different protein families from the set are: HIV-1, anhydrase, antibiotics, fatty acid-binding proteins, chorismate mutases and serine proteases. Table 1 lists all proteins chosen for this experiment. We performed comparisons of a query protein or chain surface with the entire set of 46 proteins or chains to retrieve those with high score when matched with the query. The score of a comparison is defined as the number of correspondences between points on the pair of matching regions identified on the two surfaces. We also compute the root mean square deviation (rmsd) of the rigid transformation that best aligns the corresponding points in the pair of regions for the two surfaces. For example, for the proteins 1atp and 1csn, which both bind to the ligand ATP, the two similar regions on each protein are part of the binding site. Figure 3 shows the two proteins aligned by the rigid tranformation derived from the correspondences of the solution. The first set of results is obtained using the Catalytic Subunit of cAMP-dependent Protein-Kinase (pdb code 1atp, chain E) as query protein. This chain binds ATP. The
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Protein family Adenine-binding ATP binding proteins Serine proteases Fatty acid binding proteins Estradiol Anhydrase Retinoic acid-binding Antibiotics HIV-1 Viral proteinase Chorismate mutase



Pdb ID 1ads 1byq 1b4v 1bx4 1byq 1kpf 1mmg 2src 1zin 9ldt 1a82 1atp 1csn 1e2q 1f9a 1hck 1j7k 1jjv 1mjh 1nhk 1nsf 1phk 1abi 4sgb 4tgl 1b56 1kqw 1lib 2cbr 1a27 1e6w 1fds 1lhu 1qkt 3ert 1jd0 1g5y 1gx9 1alq 1bt5 1dcs 1mu2 1cqq 1mbm 1q2w 1fnj



Table 1: The dataset for the first experiment



Figure 3: Proteins 1csn (dark gray) and 1atp (light gray) with the ligand ATP (spacefill). The superposition of the two proteins is obtained by the rigid transformation derived from the corrispondences of the solution.
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ATP binding pockets in different proteins show great structural variability. Therefore we cannot expect our algorithm always to identify the common regions that correspond to the active sites on a pair of proteins. For instance, in the DNA ligase from bacteriophage T7 complex with ATP (1a0i ) the ligand sticks out into the solvent, while in casein kinase-1 (1csn), a phosphate-directed protein kinase, the ligand ATP lies entirely at the bottom of a large cavity (Note that protein 1a0i is not included in the set of Shulman-Peleg et al. 2004). The surface regions of the active sites in 1a0i and 1csn vary both in size and shape and our matching algorithm fails to identify the sites when we compare them to each other. This may be a case where the use of physico-chemical properties might have helped. In Table 2, we list the proteins or chains with the top 10 highest scores when compared with chain E of 1atp. For each protein, we give the following: its rank in the match; the PDB code and the chain id in case the ligand has contact; the protein name and fold; the number of corresponding pairs of surface points in the obtained solution region (based on which the proteins are ranked); the name of the ligand in the actual binding site; and finally, the rmsd of the rigid transformation RT that best aligns the two sets of corresponding points. Table 3 shows the list of residues of 1atp in each of the 10 solutions when compared with the top highest scored proteins. As can be seen from Table 2, most proteins that have a region on their surface resembling a region on 1atp (typically the binding site) have an adenine ring binding site. We compare our results with those of Shulman-Peleg et al. (2004) where they search a database of complete protein structures by comparing them with the adenine binding site extracted from 1atp. Taking the top 10 proteins not including 1atp that were compared with 1atp from the set of proteins of Shulman-Peleg, eight of the proteins appear on both lists. The discrepancies are that the protein 1mu2, ranked number 5 in their list, is not even in our top 25. However, 1jd0, ranked number 9 in their list, has rank 20 in our procedure. These two proteins in their list, 1mu2 and 1jd0, do not bind ATP and do not have an adenine ring binding site. By contrast, the two proteins that appear in our top 10 and not in theirs are 1bx4 and 1f9a. The protein 1f9a has an ATP binding site and 1bx4 has a binding site for an adenine ring. Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



PDB:chain 1phk 1csn 1mjh:B 1g5y:B 1bx4:A 1b4v:A 2src 1hck 1nsf
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1f9a:A



Protein g-Subunit of glycogen phosphorylase kinase Casein kinase-1, CK1 ”Hypothetical” protein MJ0577 Retinoid-X receptor alpha Human Adenosine Kinase Cholesterol Oxidase Tyrosine-protein Kinase SRC Cyclin-dependent PK Hexamerization domain of N-ethylmalemidesensitive fusion protein ”Hypothetical” Protein MJ0541



Fold Protein-kinase Protein-kinase Adenine nucleotide a hydrolase-like Nuclear receptor ligand-binding domain Ribokinase-like FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain Protein kinase-like (PK-like) Protein-kinase P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolases Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolase-like



# Corr. 190 92 56 55 46 46 44 43 43



Ligand ATP ATP ATP REA ADN FAD ANP ATP ATP



Rmsd 1.1 1.9 0.7 1.0 1.8 1.8 1.3 2.6 1.4



43



ATP



0.9



Table 2: High scoring pair-wise comparisons with 1atp:E. A result of this experiment is to show that in many cases for our procedure the largest paired regions discovered with high similarity on two protein surfaces actually correspond to the area around the binding site. In the Tables 4-8, we present more details on the results of pair-wise surface comparisons for proteins binding ATP and with high rank in
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Protein 1phk 1csn 1mjh:B 1g5y:B 1bx4:A 1b4v:A 2src 1hck 1nsf 1f9a



List of residues of 1atp in the solution 49 50 51 52 57 70 71 72 104 120 121 123 127 165 168 170 171 173 183 184 187 200 201 204 205 209 219 223 50 51 52 55 57 70 72 88 91 104 118 120 121 166 167 168 170 171 173 183 184 185 186 49 57 121 122 173 327 49 50 51 57 70 104 120 123 173 183 49 50 51 53 55 57 168 170 171 173 176 183 49 50 51 55 57 120 127 168 170 173 183 184 49 50 51 57 72 168 183 184 185 326 55 57 70 120 121 123 170 171 173 183 49 57 70 104 120 123 170 171 173 183 49 50 57 70 104 173 183



Table 3: List of residues of protein 1atp:E in the solutions of the pair-wise comparisons of Table 2. The underlined residues are in contact with a ligand in the PDB 1atp:E according to CSU software. Table 2. We determine for each comparison the coverage of the solution with respect to the actual binding sites on the two proteins. The binding sites of all proteins were derived with the CSU software that analyzes the interatomic contacts in protein complexes (Sobolev et al. 1999). In the Tables 4-8, for each protein of the matched pair, ”#residues in solution” and ”# residues in binding site” gives the number of residues in the solution region and in the binding site, respectively. Note that an atom belongs to the solution if at least one of the Connolly’s surface points close to it belongs to the solution. A residue with at least one atom in the solution is considered to be in the solution. We define Cov to be the percentage of residues in the binding site of the protein that is found in our solution. Column 4 of Tables 4-8 shows the coverage Cov of the binding site. We also consider the coverage of the part of the binding site in contact with the adenine ring of ATP, called Cov Adenine Ring, which is defined as the percentage of residues in contact with the adenine ring (according to CSU) that is found in our solution. These coverage values, shown in Tables 4-8 column 5, appear to be higher than the coverage values of the entire binding site for almost all comparisons. As shown in Tables 4-8, the matching procedure identifies the most similar regions in all 4 protein pairs to correspond to the ATP binding sites with a relatively good coverage of the binding site. Note that in spite of the fact that proteins 1atp and 1csn have high structural similarity overall it is still the region about the binding site that is found to be most similar on the surface. A structural alignment algorithm such as PROuST (Comin et al. 2004) or CE (Shindyalov et al. 1998) aligns the two overall structures (not just the surfaces) fairly well. Out of 336 residues of 1atp and 293 residues of 1csn, we find 248 residues superimposed with rmsd less than 2.5. On the other hand, the two proteins appear by visual inspection not identical in almost all areas on the surface except in the binding sites. These binding sites are clearly recognized as the most similar areas by our strategy, as can be seen in Table 9. The table lists a subset of pairs of corresponding atoms of 1atp and 1csn in our solution and shows that such atoms are in contact with the same atoms of ligand ATP in the two complexes. For the remaining pairs of corresponding atoms of our solution (not listed in the table), the contact is with nearby atoms of the ligand. For a few pairs of proteins binding ATP, our solutions do not correspond to the binding sites. For instance, for the pair 1atp and 1e2q the solution consists of 36 corresponding points that are outside the binding site. Protein 1e2q is a thymidylate kinase complexed
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with ATP, TMP, and a magnesium ion. The ligand ATP is located at the bottom of a cavity of 1atp, but appears more exposed in 1e2q flat on a surface rather than in a cavity. As a consequence, while in protein 1atp almost all surface points in contact with ATP are labeled blocked by our procedure, in 1e2q they are labeled unblocked and therefore no correspondence between such points is found by our matching procedure. Pdb ID 1atp 1phk



# residues in solution 28 27



# residues in binding site 23 26



Cov 78% 69%



Cov Adenine Ring 82% 100%



Table 4: Comparison of 1atp ( cAMP-dependent Protein-Kinase) with 1phk (Subunit of glycogen phosphorylase kinase). Cov is the percentage of residues in the binding site of the protein that is found in our solution, while Cov Adenine Ring is the percentage of residues in contact with the adenine ring that is found in our solution. Pdb ID 1atp 1csn



# residues in solution 23 22



# residues in binding site 23 26



Cov 70% 62%



Cov Adenine Ring 64% 50%



Table 5: Comparison of 1atp (cAMP-dependent Protein-Kinase) with 1csn (Casein kinase-1). Cov is the percentage of residues in the binding site of the protein that is found in our solution, while Cov Adenine Ring is the percentage of residues in contact with the adenine ring that is found in our solution. Pdb ID 1atp 1mjh



# residues in solution 6 6



# residues in binding site 23 25



Cov 26% 24%



Cov Adenine Ring 55% 25%



Table 6: Comparison of 1atp (cAMP-dependent Protein-Kinase) with 1mjh:B (”Hypothetical” protein MJ0577). Cov is the percentage of residues in the binding site of the protein that is found in our solution, while Cov Adenine Ring is the percentage of residues in contact with the adenine ring that is found in our solution. Our second dataset includes the following 11 proteins that bind NAD (Nicotinamideadenine-dinucleotide): 1a27, 1ads, 1c1d, 1dqs, 1ee2, 1ew6, 1gzf, 1ici, 1k4m, 2bkj, 9ldt. In a recent study by Morris et al. (2005) for a given set of proteins some of which bind ATP, NAD, heme, etc., it was observed that the sites in contact with NAD tend to cluster well and certainly better than those binding ATP. This fact is also found in our study. We performed all-to-all pair-wise comparisons of the proteins of the above set of 11. For almost all comparisons, we found that the common area on the two protein surfaces included residues of the binding sites. The comparison of a single protein chain 1dqs:A with the remaining 10 proteins of the set reveals another interesting fact. 1dqs:A is a multi-domain protein chain with Dehydroquinate synthase-like fold binding two ligands, NAD and CRB, and two metal ions, Zn and Cl. We looked at the list of residues of 1dqs in each of the 10 solutions, shown in Table 10. In all pair-wise comparisons the area on the surface of 1dqs most
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Pdb ID 1atp 1hck



# residues in solution 10 10



# residues in binding site 23 24



Cov 39% 42%



Cov Adenine Ring 64% 58%



Table 7: Comparison of 1atp ( cAMP-dependent Protein-Kinase) with 1hck (Cyclin dependent PK). Cov is the percentage of residues in the binding site of the protein that is found in our solution, while Cov Adenine Ring is the percentage of residues in contact with the adenine ring that is found in our solution.



Pdb ID 1atp 1nsf



# residues in solution 10 10



# residues in binding site 23 23



Cov 43% 35%



Cov Adenine Ring 73% 75%



Table 8: Comparison of 1atp (cAMP-dependent Protein-Kinase) with 1nsf (Examerization domain of N-ethilmalemide-sensitive fusion protein). Cov is the percentage of residues in the binding site of the protein that is found in our solution, while Cov Adenine Ring is the percentage of residues in contact with the adenine ring that is found in our solution.



Residue THR 51 THR 51 GLY 52 GLY 55 VAL 57 VAL 57 VAL 57 ALA 70 LYS 72 VAL 104 MET 120 MET 120 GLU 121 GLU 170 GLU 170 GLU 170 ASN 171 LEU 173 LEU 173



1atp Properties neutral , polar neutral , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar basic , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , polar neutral , polar neutral , polar neutral , polar neutral , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar



Atom N O CA O CB CG1 CG2 CB CE CG1 SD SD O O CB CB OD1 CD1 CD2



Residue GLY 19 GLU 20 GLY 21 GLU 20 ILE 26 ILE 26 ILE 26 ALA 39 LYS 41 LEU 88 ALA 39 ASP 86 LEU 88 ASP 135 ASP 135 ASP 135 ASP 135 LEU 138 LEU 138



1csn Properties neutral , non-polar neutral , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar basic , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar acidic , polar neutral , non-polar acidic , polar acidic , polar acidic , polar acidic , polar neutral , non-polar neutral , non-polar



Atom CA O CA O CB CG2 CG1 CB CE CD1 CB O N O O CB O CD1 CD1



Corresponding atom on ATP C4* C5* O3B/O3A C5* 04*/C1* N9/C5 O4*/C8 C6/N6/N1 O3A N6 N6 N6 N6 C3*/O3*/C2* O3* O3* O3* C2/C4/C6 C2*



Table 9: A subset of correspondences in the solution between protein 1atp and 1csn. Each row represents a correspondence of an atom of 1atp and an atom of 1csn. For each correspondence, the atoms of the ligand ATP listed in the last column are in contact with both atoms of 1atp and of 1csn in the same row.
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similar to an area on the second protein contains residues of the binding sites. Although no residue is present in all such lists, i.e. the intersection of such lists is empty, some residues appear very frequently. HIS 271, HIS 287, GLU 194 are present in 9, 7 and 6 solutions, respectively, out of 10 possible solutions. It is interesting to note that these three residues are in contact with more than one ligand in the complex 1dqs. More precisely, HIS 271 is in contact with ZN and CRB, residue 194 is in contact with ZN and NAD and residue 287 is in contact with all three ligands, CRB, NAD, ZN. This fact was also observed for other proteins. For instance, in all pair-wise comparisons of 1k4m with the remaining 10 proteins of the set, the residues 134, 19, 16 that appear most frequently in the 10 solutions are in contact with both ligands NAD and CIT of 1k4m.



6.2



Proteins interacting with other proteins



We considered 6 proteins of the Cyclophilin-like fold from different species all interacting with cyclosporin. The set includes:1cyn, 1bck, 1m63, 1mf8, 1qng, and 2rmc. All pairwise comparisons returned large regions of similarity on the surfaces corresponding to the actual interface areas with cyclosporin. For instance, for the pair 1cyn and 1bck the solution consists of approximately 600 corresponding points with rmsd=0.5 and with good coverage of the interface area (see table 11). Here Cov is the percentage of residues in the interface site of the proteins that is found in our solution. The proteins 1cyn and 1bck have a good structural superposition according to PROuST (Comin et al., 2004) and CE (Shindyalov et al., 1998) (164 alignment length, 63% sequence identity, rmsd 0.9). Protein 1a27 1ads 1ici 1k4m 2bkj 1gzf 9ldt 1ee2 1c1d 1e6w



List of residues of 1dqs:A in the solution 79 84 115 116 140 142 146 183 187 190 194 271 286 287 163 268 272 275 276 351 352 354 355 356 357 84 119 143 153 154 166 194 267 268 271 287 119 194 267 268 271 287 355 356 357 152 161 162 264 267 268 271 356 357 119 146 147 162 194 268 271 287 357 146 152 154 162 264 267 268 271 357 84 116 117 119 146 194 271 287 84 115 116 119 194 267 271 287 84 115 119 142 161 197 271 287



Table 10: List of residues of protein 1dqs:A in the solutions of all pair-wise comparisons. The underlined residues are in contact with a ligand in the PDB 1dqs:A according to CSU software. Note that only 1ads has a tim-barrel fold. Pdb ID 1cyn 1bck



# residues in solution 26 25



# residues in binding site 20 17



Cov 75% 59%



Table 11: Comparison of 1cyn with 1bck. Cov is the percentage of residues in the interface site of the proteins that is found in our solution.
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6.3



Running times



The program is written in C and uses the LEDA library (Mehlhorn and N¨aher, 1999) for the handling of the data structures and standard matrix operation. The execution time for the matching of two complete surfaces ranges from 20 minutes for small molecules up to 2 hours for the largest proteins. This execution time includes also the generation of the spin images. Most of the execution time is spent in the determination of the correlation of spin images to identify the points on the two surfaces with most similar spin images. To speed up this process, techniques such as local sensitive hashing LSH (Shan et al. 2004) could be applied. Also probabilistic techniques could be used to locate ”seed” matches on the two surfaces. We plan to incorporate these and other simplifications in the general matching procedure in future work. Methods such as the one of Shulman-Peleg et al. (2004) that search for a template binding site on another protein surface take typically few seconds. However, we solve a more complex problem.
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Conclusions



We have presented a method to find regions of similarity on two protein surfaces that produces good results when applied to known families of proteins. The method is based on a new geometric protein surface descriptor, the spin image profile, that is crucial for obtaining reasonable execution times for our matching procedure. These facts qualify spin images as a powerful tool in a variety of applications, from the analysis of protein structure, to protein structural alignment. The method uses only geometric information and does not consider physicochemical properties of the residues. The inclusion of such information will certainly lead to improvements in the quality of the solution. Other modifications that we plan to introduce in our approach to reduce the execution time include the restriction of the search to particular areas of the surface (i.e. cavities), and the use of probabilistic search methods.
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